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From October 3 to 6, Rome becomes the hub for innovation, creativity and 
talent thanks to Maker Faire Rome, the first Maker Faire in Europe created. The 
event intends to bring a new generation of Makers – the 21st-century craftsmen 
– to the attention of the general public, presenting Rome as the center of this 

community in Europe. 
 
IED Roma contributes to this important event with IEDNOLOGY, Creative Makers 
Workshop, a showcase of the best experimental projects developed during the Courses 
in Light Design and Model Making within the three-year program in Product Design. «The 
selected works – says Antonio Venece, IED Roma School Manager - include prototypes 
of interactive lamps with sensors and light sources, traditional games revisited through the 
use of innovative technologies, and experimental projects based on rotational moulding 
techniques. The exhibition also show a series of experimentations on rotomoulding 
technology, developed to investigate how objects are profoundly linked to the way they 
are produced and how innovation can come through knowledge and practical experience 
of production processes.»  
 
Maker Faire Rome represents the ideal place for bringing out the teaching methods used 
in the Product Design Course, based on practical experimentation applied to design, 
simulation of industrial processes in laboratory and interactions between humans and 
objects. In the case of rotomoulding plastic, students are engaged in a simulation in a 
laboratory dimension of an industrial process, while in the case of the interactive lamps 
and games, made with electronic components like LED and sensors, it will be possible to 
observe and experience how the new technology allows a higher an more sophisticated 
degree of interaction between man and objects. The aim is to investigate creative 
strategies able to turn ideas into functional objects ready for production. 
IEDNOLOGY interprets the excellence of the Italian design through a process of training 
whose roots are embedded in the culture of the Made in Italy: creativity, entrepreneurial 
drive, technological innovation and familiarity with the market. 
  
The projects are coordinated by Ely Rozenberg and Mauro Del Santo, teachers, 
respectively, of the courses in Light Design and Model Making. 
 



 

 
IEDNOLOGY – Workshop of Interaction Light Design 
 
In the past decade Light design has been at the front line for the  integration of new 
technologies. As a consequence designers  are required to constantly  update their 
knowledge. Interaction investigates about how man interacts with objects. Using 
magnetic, sound, distance, thermal proximity, light, acceleration and others types of 
sensors,  the ways in which man can interact with light fixtures become broader and 
broader. 
 
Thomas Borrelli integrates new technologies such as fuel cells and solar panels into an 
outdoor table lamp inspired by sustainable design principles. Edoardo Navarra uses a 
REED magnetic sensor to transform the lighting of a lamp into an intuitive and surprising 
experience. Using the same sensors, Silvia Gemma introduces RBG LEDs into a 
traditional spiral abacus to create games able to stimulate children’s cognitive processes.  
Moreno Onori re-interprets the “Musical Chairs” game by combining light and music 
through a microprocessor. The interaction between children and the game is made more 
evident thanks to the light effects. 
 
Projects and designer  
 
Punto G. by Edoardo Navarra_IED graduate in Product Design 2012 
Table lamp with on/ off magnetic sensor.  The structure of the lamp contains a magnet 
that interacts with a sensor embedded in the light source. An invisible point in the lamp is 
responsible for the switching of the light. The search of the “mysterious” point establishes 
the interaction between the lamp and the user.  
 
Spock by Thomas Borrelli_IED graduate in Product Design 2013 
Fuel cell table lamp. The only resources required to power the lamp are distilled water and 
sunlight for charging. Combining the use of three fuel cells to three small solar panels we 
get a completely eco-friendly lamp.  
 
Cromy by Silvia Gemma_IED graduate in Product Design 2012 
Sliding the spheres along the acrylic luminous spiral, the child activates magnetic sensors 
that change the colour of the RGB LEDs. The interaction between the child and the abacus 
favours the development of the mental and perceptual faculties of the child.  
 
Musical Chairs by Moreno Onori_IED graduate in Product Design 2012 
Instead of subtracting one stool  at any round as in the original classical game, the micro-
controller switches off a luminous stool  at any round. A program coordinates between the 
lights, music and colors, increasing the interaction between the players.  



 

IEDNOLOGY - Workshop of Roto-moulding Experiments 
 
Students Alessio Casciano, Mattia Bonavolontà, Marco Bonanni, Luca D’Elia, 
Enrico Martini and Giacomo Guttuso, present the results of their research on 
rotational moulding technology that allows hollow and complex shapes casting using a 
large variety of polymeric and ceramic materials. 
Any moulding process, including rotomoulding, can be strongly constrained by the cost 
and limits of moulds. Instead of focusing on designing products, using easily pliable 
materials and accessible processes, students addressed their research on developing 
alternative, fast and affordable techniques for producing moulds.  
A selection of numerous samples made by the students are exposed at the Maker Faire 
along with an actively working self-made rotomoulding machine, manufactured in the 
University Prototyping Lab, used to test moulds and materials. Some products that have 
been designed, developed and realized by the students, will also be presented. 
The uniqueness and creativity of works exhibited by the students show and demonstrate 
how objects are profoundly linked to the way they are produced and how innovation in 
manufacturing technology can be crucial and strategic for the Product Design 
development. The exhibition aims to show one of IED’s teaching foundations such as 
experimental and practical hands-off methodology which has been efficiently carried out 
by the students while investigating new possible application of a production technology.   
 
 
 
 
About IED 
The Istituto Europeo di Design is a school of internationally acknowledged excellence, built 
on a completely Italian matrix, that issues first-level academic diplomas and organises 
three-year courses, Masters courses, continuous professional development and advanced 
training courses. A hotbed of creativity, it trains professionals to work in the fields of 
design, of fashion, of visual communication and of management.  
The IED is now a continuously expanding international network, with locations in Milan, 
Rome, Turin, Venice, Florence, Cagliari, Madrid, Barcelona, São Paulo and Rio de Janeiro.  
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